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Display Strategies
for Program Browsing:
Concepts and Experiment
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The new, larger
display screens

can

nomical information presentation CL oftware maintenance is an imporwork information that has now become more
tant part of a programmer's

s and a product's life cycle, yet it

remains one of the most troublesome of

complex, since the size of the available
work area presumably interacts with many

tasks. Even existing, newly developed techMP
niques are not of much use, since only time
the added space can determine their value. Thus, instead of

programs, large displays need new strategies for sound and efficient display

technique, we focus on
strategies for improving the presentation of
information - specifically, on the new,

In this article we deal with coordinated
window systems, in which the windows and
their contents appear and scroll automat-

improve program

comprehension-if

other aspects of the display. Thus, like large

is used for mome presenting another new maintenance tool formats.

effective presenta-

tion, not just more

code or larger type.

or management

larger display screens*

User interfaces in the software environment are much like spices in good recipes;
the right arrangement must be found or the
food will not show its full flavor. Factors
such as data availability and complexity
and the size ofthe display must be carefully
weighed and accounted for in the design of
any software environment.
For example, in maintenance tasks,
many types of information must be easily
available. A study of programmers doing
maintenance tasks' shows that programmers want more information than is currently available on the display, but they are
not sure what exactly would be most helpful. Today, faster and larger displays are
becoming more readily available, and we
have the opportunity to add more information. The immediate problem then is what
information to add and how to display it.
One way is to provide multiple views of
the program, as the Pecan2 system has
done. Our attention is directed at discovering which views are most beneficial.
However, bear in mind that large displays are not simply extensions of small
displays, any more than large programs are
simply extensions of smaller ones. Writing
large programs requires new techniques
and management schemes to control complexity. The same is true for large displays.
Large displays must be designed for eco-

as a result of user activities. In most
ically
other window systems, the user creates,

positions, and manipulates windows and
their contents. In coordinated window systems, the user is freed from such tedious
chores. We present four strategies for coordinated window systems:
Fusion - shows continuous text over
multiple windows.
Synchronized scrolling -shows objectto-object relationships and provides linked
views.
Embedded selection - shows detailed
information and provides a microscopic
view.
Hierarchical browser - shows design
information and provides a macroscopic
view.
To analyze these strategies and show
their benefits for maintenance tasks, we
use a model taken from Rombach, Basili,
and Chang.3 Error, fault, and failure have
the meanings defined in Standard Glossary
of Software Engineering Terminology.4
This model partitions maintenance tasks
into five phases:
Detection - detecting a failure or a fault
of the program.
Isolation - finding the related fault(s)
in the program responsible for the failure.
Design changes - designing the necessary changes to correct the fault(s).
Correction - implementation of the

changes.

Validation - validate whether the

*An earlier version of the material in this article was

presented at CSM-85. Recent experimental results have
been added.
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changed product meets the specification.

The examples given in the following dis-

cussion were implemented at the Univer7

sity of Maryland's Human-Computer
Interaction Laboratory for use in experimental research aimed at determining the
usefulness of these and other techniques.
The equipment used consisted of an IBM
3290 plasma display workstation, which
displays 62 lines of 160 characters, but the
strategies themselves can be applied to any

ification. When programmers view the
entire routine, they can make corrections
more easily and with greater accuracy.
Seeing the full area in which the correction
is made allows them to see the impact of
many modifications.

many of these strategies on small personal
computer displays.

Synchronized scrolling allows the display of two or more files of related information and automatically positions all
files whenever the user moves any file. As
the user scrolls one file, all other files scroll
as well. No new commands are needed to
use synchronized scrolling. The complexity of the relationship between the files
determines the complexity of the synchronization program. Synchronized scrolling
can be useful in viewing two versions of a
program or in evaluating test cases and
their results.

large display. We have also implemented

Fusion

The simplest coordination strategy is
fusion, in which many lines of code are displayed in sequence on multiple windows.
We can better understand the concept of
fusion if we think of the windows as one
logical screen. Let us look at an implementation of fusion on an IBM 3290 workstation. The 160-column, 62-line screen layout
was vertically bisected to give two 80column, 62-line windows, shown left and
right for a total of 120 lines. The programmer could then turn one or two pages of
code at a time, either bringing up the next
two pages or bringing up one page and
moving the other page over to keep the
pages in left-to-right order. Fusion allows
for normal editor commands to move partial pages or perform string searches.
Fusion may be most helpful when working with large portions of code that must
be considered as a whole to fully comprehend the meaning. When viewing large
routines on a normal 24-line screen,
programmers waste time switching contexts and get lost in turning pages back and
forth. The strength of fusion comes in its
ability to present entire routines for consideration so that the viewing context is
kept constant.
If the routine is larger than fusion can
display, the number of context switches is
still reduced. Fusion lessens the need for
tedious navigational and page turning
commands. Programmers can concentrate
on comprehending the program without
learning new commands. All they need is
a larger screen.
A study by Boehm' shows that the size
of the modification is proportional to the
chance of making an error during the mod8

Synchronized scrolling

Fixed ratio. The simplest synchronization method is based on a constant ratio
between the number of lines that should be
scrolled in each window. Perhaps the comments and code for a program are in separate files. Blank lines may be used to keep
a one-to-one ratio between the files, so a
synchronized editor can be called with that
ratio. In the same manner, a file containing a description of maintenance changes
to a program could be viewed along with
the code and design specification for that
code.

thesizer.6 The windows show the input,
output, related data objects, and the code
manipulating them. Programmers can
have the interpreter step through the code
one statement at a time. They can then see
the input being read, the data objects being
manipulated, and the output being produced. Use of such an environment allows

programmers to see precisely where the

data is incorrectly modified. Synchronized
scrolling is also helpful in isolation and
detection, since it can present multiple
views of the same object.
Another use of this approach is to have
the same comment appear in a flowchart,
its PDL, and the related code. Synchronized movement is proportional between
these token comments. Comprehension
becomes much easier, since we have multiple levels of complexity for context. This
particular use is reflected in the hierarchical browser, which is discussed later.

Embedded selection
When viewing source code, programmers are not simply reading the text; they
are also attempting to understand its structure. Only a limited number of unique symbols appear in the code, and these are either
user-defined or system or language keywords. User-defined symbols include routine names and variables and type and
constant identifiers. System- or languagedefined symbols are predefined elements,
built-in variables, types, constants, and
library routine names.
Each symbol, whether user- or systemdefined, has properties associated with it,
such as what it is, what it does, and what
importance it has. For variables and types,
these properties would include the specification of composite types. For routines,
these properties would include a description of the parameter list and what type of

Unique objects. A more flexible and
complex synchronization technique is
required to define a relationship between
two or more files. If the relationship can be
stated as a rule, then it can be made into a
routine to facilitate synchronized scrolling.
For example, a text formatter transforms its
input using the rules of the format language. A synchronizing routine can be value is returned. With library items, these
written to link two windows, one contain- properties might include the location of the
ing the source document and the other dis- original source, if possible.
All this information must be easily availplaying the formatter output. Scrolling one
window moves the other so that the same able to the programmer through direct
information appears in both.
selection of the appropriate symbol, or
Synchronized windows are also a logical direct embedded selection. The programextension of an environment for an inter- mer simply moves the cursor onto the sympreted language, such as the Cornell syn-

bol in the context shown on the screen and
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Another approach is to stress the strucmanual entry for the keyword selected may
be displayed, as was done with system rou- ture of the statement selected. When an eletines. However, other displays may result. ment of an If statement is selected, that
For example, if a symbol from Ada's statement's If, Then, Else, and Endlf symAccept statement is selected, the basic syn- bols are highlighted. The programmer can
tax with notes on its usage is shown. A then determine the exact extent of the statecomplex language such as Ada makes this ment. For example, if the Endlf highinformation most valuable, and its availa- lighted is not the one that logically goes
Identifiers. When a user-defined varia- bility is helpful to programmers who work with the If statement, the error can be more
easily identified. This technique connects
ble, type, or constant is selected, the decla- with many languages.
ration of that identifier surrounds the
point at which it is declared (Figure 1). The
declaration should include some comment
on usage, but this inclusion is at the discreConst
tion of the programmer. If the Ada lanMNum = -1000;
(Equals-(Numberof numbers + 10)}
second type
type of
of selection
guage isls used, aa second
selectlon
Type
could be implemented to allow the proMNType = Array I MNum.. -10] of Boolean;
Var
grammer to see the attributes available for
Mn: MNType;
{ Markp Array for Number Table }
use with an identifier.
When a language-defined variable, type,
Procedure MaglcMarker( I: Integer);
or constant is selected, a brief explanation
of that identifier is shown, perhaps the
{This procedure recursivelychecks to see if there is something that
should be saved from collection. }
manual entry.
Begin { MagicMarker }
Let us look at an implementation using
Pascal. If the select key is pressed while the
If ( < = -10) Or ( I > O ) Then Begin
T .II.): = True
If ( I < = -1 0)Then
cursor is on a user-defined identifier, a new
windowwindo
is opened
and
the
declaration
of
(Else
If
Begin
is oened nd th declratio oflf(lI < = MSym) Then Begin
If ( S(.l.).T < Undefd ) Then MagicMarker( S(.l.).V)
that identifier is displayed. Ifthe select key
is pressed a second time, the window is
ElseBMegin)Th Bei
EInod
M(.l.): = True;
closed.
MagicMarker( A(.l.));
MagicMarker( D(.I.));
User-defined routines. As with identiEnd
End
fiers, when a user-defined routine is
End
selected, the declaration of that routine is
End
presented, including formal parameters
End; (MagicMarker
and a header comment describing the purBegin { Rubbish }
pose and function of the routine. Again,
such comments are assumed to be written
Write( 'Please excuse the delay. Garbage collection');
Writeln( is required and must be performed.' ); Writeln;
with the code.
For I: = I to MSym Do Begin
If ( S(.l.).T < Undefd ) Then MagicMarker( S(.l.).V)
End;
System-defined routines. If built-in or
system routines are selected, the manual
ForM i=ctrkAp(DsoBeg(in).F)
MagicMarker( Assoc(.l.).T);
entry for that routine is displayed. This language support helps to eliminate the need
For i 1 to Tp Do MagicMarkerEdT(.1.))
(Time to reconstruct the various free space lists }
for interrupting work to locate documentation. As system information becomes
c: L= ow0 to HighB Do Begin
For
If ( Not Ml I I ) Then Begin
more readily available, the programmer is
== >
freed to concentrate on the problem and is
no longer required to remember possibly
= ===> Command line
arcane search commands.

presses a select key. This selection causes
the properties associated with that symbol
to be presented in a second window. The
symbol is selected in context so that only
the proper definition of the symbol is considered, regardless of its definition in
another context.

guage

Keywords. Each keyword has a wealth
of language-specific information associated with it. If a keyword is selected, the
May 1986

Figure 1. An example of embedded selection. The highlighted variable (gray box) has
been selected, and all elements composing its declaration are displayed at the top of the
screen.
9

assignment operator might tell you its code. A second routine may also be easwhether the assignment is valid. This infor- ily selected and inspected. Having a quesmation is especially valuable when floating tion about a type, the programmer selects
point precision is needed, as in scientific it and its declaration is displayed. The programmer can check on the exact syntax of
Operators. When operators are selected, calculations.
the Do statement by selecting it and is able
some information is provided, but the
Remarks. An extension of embedded to see both the manual and the source at
nature of that information varies according to the language. In Pascal, a program- selection offers a convenient way of view- the same time. A wealth of information is
mer might want to learn the resulting type ing a program. The first view shows the easily available, with no tricky interface or
of an expression. In Ada, where operators main program body. The programmer additional syntax to master.
With direct selection, details can be
can be overloaded, the declaration of the inspects it and selects a routine to display.
operators should be shown, since the oper- The programmer is then shown the decla- found easily, permitting the programmer
ators are really functions. Selecting the ration of that routine, and is able to inspect to concentrate on the higher level structures. On-line help for rarely used statements relieves the programmer from
hunting for documentation. All these
---------indetecting
Representation- ------------------------------------- benefits aid the programmer
and correcting
** *
P<rogram Lisp(tnput,Output);
an

the symbols to the objects they represent,
making it easier for the programmer to
check for semantic mistakes.

---

**

Procedure Rubbish;

>

^*

orcigfaults.

< < Retract >>

< < Expand > >

Function

Upper(S:

OLine): neine;

Procedure Getin (var M :

Procedure lnit ;

**

Function

lOLine);Hir

Newloc: Integer;

Hierarchical browser
o

ch alb

tems as

Function NewSym: Integer;
Function NewNum: Integer;

s

Browsers are already in use in such sys-

SmallThlk-80,' Cedar,s and Mag-

Pie.9 The browser described here is a
hierarchical browser that makes the pro**
gram's structure more visible.
**
**
A hierarchical browser is a representation of the high-level information structure
that may be used to access the source code
**
of a program or other text. (This definition
**
Procedure Directive;
is a generalization of one given in the
------------------------------------------ Source ---------------------------------------------- description of the SmallTalk-80 environment.) The table of contents of a book is
Function Upper( S: lOLine): lOLine;
an excellent example of a hierarchical
(Self-explanatory ~
browser. It provides a structured image of
Var
nte~e;bo
I
a book by dividing it into chapters and sec0: LOLine;
tions. The page number associated with
C: Char;
each chapter or section is a short path to
Begin (Upper}
each element of the structure.
For I: 1 to Length(S) Do Begin
If(Sillinl 'a..iV,j..Yr,' .'Z1
The editor we developed based on the
Then C: Chhr(Ord( SI I) - Ord('a') + Ord( A))
hierarchical browser has two windows: a
Else C: = Sl l);
l
Str(C)
window and a source winrepresentation
End;=
Procedure Balance(h, i,j: Integer);
Function Ins ( N :Name): Integer;
Procedure Setintrinsics;
Function InsNum ( L: Name): Integer;
Function EGet: Integer;
Function SRead (P: Integer): Integer;
Procedure AddFile;
Function Eval (I Integer) :Integer;
.
Procedug-reCh>>
Procedure Dump;

EnT

Upper:

Procedure Getln (Var M OLine);

====>

= = = = >: Command line
--->

Last Routine selected

Nesting level
* : Cursor

Figure 2. An example of a hierarchical browser. The program displayed is a Lisp interpreter written in Pascal. The source window displays the last routine selected (-> ).
The cursor is on a special line that provides access to the internal routines.
10

dow. The source window displays the program code in a normal editor windowin our case, VM/CMS's XEDIT. The representation window displays the headings
of the program routines and their nesting
level. The programmer sees only the
highest level routines at first. If a routine
is local to a-giobal routine, it is not shown
in the initial display. This structure may be
expanded to include lower levels of nesting.
Figures 2 and 3 show the hierarchical
browser and an expanded structure. Figure
4 shows an implementation on the IBM
IEEE SOFTWARE
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3290. The representation window allows
the programmer to select the routine to be
displayed in the source window. Note that
this approach clearly supports the topdown design methodology, because the
representation is one level closer than the
source code to the program design.

gram to find a small portion of code.
When the source code is directly accessible through the representation window,
the programmer is freed from the tedious
manipulation and switching of contexts.
The question becomes, "Which element of
the design is responsible for converting an

Isolation and design changes. The hierarchical browser strategy helps the prounderstand the program in twogrammer

(l) It facilitates comprehension of the
program by showing structured information and the underlying design.
(2) It supports working methods related
to standard software design techniques.
Structured information is easier to
understand, and high-level information
Thehierarchical
hierarchical
aids comprehension. 10-12 The10-12
browser acts as a table of contents for the
program, thus showing a structured view
for the reader. It is hard to think of reading a reference or system manual without
table of contents, but a program never

**

--->

Prcedure Rubbish
< Expand >»

Function Upper(S
lOLine;
M : IOLine);
Getln (Var OLine):
Procedure
:

Procedure Init;
Function NewSycm integer;
Function NewNum Integer;
Procedure Balance(h, i, j Integer);
Ins ( N :Name): Integer;
~~~~~Function
Procedure Setlntrinsics;
Function InsNum ( L Name): Integer;
Function SRead ( P: Integer): Integer;
Procedure AddFile;

FunicRtioEal (
t

Itgr

nee

ii** -

inte

iflg r

CProcedure Chco
-----------------------------------------Source--------------------------------------------Function Upper(S: lOLine ): lOLine;
{Self-explanatory }

Var
n: Integer;
c: Char;
--Upper
Begin
}
on
= '
DoBegin
Forl =0in;
Uper:
Sl-epltorLengtyh()
Then C: = Chr(Ord(S i)-Ord(a) + Ord(A))

comprehension.
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Representation -----------------------------

Program Lisp ( Input, Output);

***
**
**
**
**
*
**
**
**

Studies conducted on reading text have
knowledge
shownthat of the structure is
important to text comprehension.'34 We
think the same principle should work
strongly in program comprehension. It is
much easier for a programmer to find the
design scheme in the structured elements
than in the bare source code. Green's has
observed an inverse correlation between
the amount of information shown and
Most modern software design techniques would benefit from access to highlevel structural elements via a representation window. Normally, to find an object
in a program, the programmer must rely on
paging, string searchigorm sin ine numbers. As programs grow larger, paging
starts to be difficult, line numbers are forgotten or changed, and the results of string
searches are unpredictable. Locating the
answer to a simple question such as,
"Where is the input line converted from
lower case to upper case?" requires time
and guessing for someone who did not
write or design the program. To get the
answer, the programmer must interrupt his
primary task of understanding the pro-

--------------------------------------

*

ways:

input line to upper case?" and the answer
is a candidate routine. The programmer
displays the source code for that routine
and reads it. Even if the wrong routine is
chosen, information is learned because the
programmers move to known routines
rather than meaningless line numbers.

ElseC: S-

End;
t

I]l;

CUpper ;

Be Ue r
Pe
G
a
Elast Routin seete
= = I=

Cro

i

v
- = ==>: Comnmand line

*

CuNestiglee

Figure 3. Expansion in the representation window of a hierarchical browser. The line
pointed at by the cursor in Figure 2 has been selected. The internal routines of the function Eval are revealed. The special line has now changed from Expand to Retract to allow
the user to remove the information. Note that the nesting level (*) of Retract/Expand
lines corresponds to the level of the internals.
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The hierarchical browser strategy provides two important features: a structured
presentation of the program to the reader
and access to the source code through this
structure. These two features reduce the
complexity of the program, delineate the
design, and support working methods
related to software design techniques.
Methods of representation. Choosing
how to represent the program is clearly critical to the hierarchical browser strategy. In
our implementation, we used routine
headers for simplicity. Our decision was
based on a number of reasons.
* Programmers are familiar with this
representation.
* Routine headers map the representation in the order of the paper listing.
* The amount of information is greatly
reduced compared with the amount in
the program. A 1500-line Pascal program has a representation of about 30
lines.
* Routine headers are very simple to
implement. No graphic capability is
required from the terminal.

These characteristics, while particular to
our environment and experimental goals,
reflect common-sense objectives that apply
to any environment: The representation
should be sensible, and it should strongly

his environment, so multiple representations should be available, such as data flow
or execution flow.

Integration of tools. Hierarchical
reduce the information displayed.
browsers help promote the smooth integraSeveral levels of representation might be tion of tools and techniques in a software
needed. For example, in a 100,000-line pro- environment. The representation window
gram with 1000 routines, seeing only the can display information obtained from
routines would be better but not sufficient. other tools, such as a cross-reference table,
These routines would have to be clustered a debugger, or an interpreter.
Many tools provide information that
into modules to reach a manageable size
for the programmer, and then each mod- can be best understood only in context. For
ule would contain a reasonable number of example, a programmer needing to verify
routines. The better the program design, where a variable is referenced commonly
the better the language can support the uses a cross-reference table. A crossdesign and the better this strategy will reference table gives the programmer the
list of line numbers on paper or a way to
work.
Obviously, we cannot define a represen- jump from location to location when used
tation that every individual can call sensi- interactively. But it provides little context,
ble. A programmer who has never used a and the programmer must remember many
PDL will not find any immediate benefit things.
If a hierarchical browser showing highfrom seeing such a representation. The representation needs to be defined according level information, such as routine headers,
to the environment and background of the is used, all routines containing an occurprogrammer. Moreover, representations rence of the desired variable can be highneed to evolve with the programmer and lighted, giving a general overview at a
glance. The programmer can see if the variable is widely used or is just mentioned in
a single routine. Correlating this information with the current focus of attention
helps the programmer to understand the
purpose of that variable. The programmer
can then select the most interesting routine,
whether highlighted or not, in any order
requested.
If execution fails, the programmer calls
the debugger for help. One of the first
actions is to trace the routine calls to find
the history of execution. A hierarchical
browser with an execution flow representation displays that information instantly,
providing the necessary context for the programmer. Thus, information is naturally
presented, freeing the user from tedious
manipulation and allowing full concentration on the problem.

Empirical test

Figure 4. Photograph of the hierarchical browser on the IBM 3290 Plasma Display.
12

We conducted a preliminary experiment
to determine the efficacy of a hierarchical
browser display. The display had 24 lines
in the representation window and 24 lines
in the source window. We then compared
IEEE SOFTWARE
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the browser mode to a listing display mode
of 48 lines of program text on the screen in
a simple editor. Under both treatments
subjects scrolled the program and did
string searches. We used a split-plot factorial design to test the differences between
the browser and listing modes. 16 With this
design, we tested subjects in both conditions, using two sets of experimental
materials and four orders of presentation.
Two Pascal programs were used. One program, called Pretty Printer, did Pascal
program formatting. It had 1467 lines in 67
modules with a maximum nesting level of
four. The other program was a Lisp interpreter, which had 1416 lines in 27 modules
with a maximum nesting level of three. Ten
comprehension questions, such as "Which
routine removes trailing blanks from the
input buffer and updates the buffer
index?" and "Which variable contains
the symbol table?" were asked for each
program.
The four orders of presentation required
by the experimental design were
* browser mode/LisP iterpreter followed by listing mode/Pretty Printer,
* browser mode/Pretty Printer followed by listing mode/Lisp interpreter,
* listing mode/Lisp interpreter followed by browser mode/Pretty
Printer, and
* listing mode/Pretty Printer followed
by browser mode/Lisp interpreter,

Subjects and procedure. The subjects were
16 graduate and senior students at the University of Maryland who had written Pascal programs longer than 500 lines. Each
was tested individually and was paid for
participation in the experiment. Four subjects were randomly assigned to each of the
four presentation orders.
For each treatment, subjects received
training and a practice session (with
another Pascal program) before they began
work on the comprehension question.
Answers for each question were typed on
line, and the computer kept accurate time
measures for each question. When the
experiment was over, subjects were given a
subjective evaluation questionnaire.
May 1986

Results and discussion. A total of 320
questions were answered by 16 subjects for
two programs. Table I shows the means and
standard deviations of the times to answer
the questions per subject in minutes.
There was a statistically significant interaction at the .05 level between the display
mode, programs, and order of presentation. A post-hoc analysis showed that the
difference could be attributed to the difficulty subjects had in the listing mode when
they were given the Pretty Printer program
first.
A review of the questions indicated a difficulty with one question that required
using the browser to locate a module at the
fourth level of nesting. Some subjects did
not fully comprehend how to open the
browser to get to the internal modules. The
result was very long search times. When we
removed the troublesome question and
analyzed the results based on nine questions, we got a statistically significant
difference for the main effect of display
strategy at the .05 level. This difference
indicates that performance is faster with
the browser display mode.
On the average, Browser users made 5.3
string searches, while listing users made
32.8 string searches, again underlining the
efficacy of the representation window in
locating desired information.
When asked, "Which editing mode do
you feel best enabled you to find the
answers to the questions you were given? "
subjects favored the browser 13 to 3. When
asked, "Of the two editing modes used
which do you prefer? " subjects favored the
browser 15 to 1. Finally, when asked,
"Which editing mode do you feel is more
consistent with the way in which you view
the structure of a Pascal program?" all 16
subjects chose the browser.

These uniformly positive comments are

surprising considering that the subjects

had never before seen the browser. The
browser's wide acceptance, even in a firsttime use, proves that it is helpful in studying 1400-line Pascal programs, and possibly others, to answer comprehension
questions. Because the performance speed
of the browser was faster and the subjective response more favorable than the listing strategy, we believe that users prefer
hierarchical views of programs, databases,
knowledge bases, text, and visual information such as maps.
Unfortunately, in spite of these results
there were some problems. Browser users
had difficulty locating information in routines that were several levels down in the
nesting structure. Subjects may need more
experience to develop familiarity with the
browser. These results need to be replicated
with other programs and tasks. However,
the positive outcome was encouraging, and
the subjects' comments were helpful for
refining our future research efforts.

Maintenance
applications
The strategies described here focus on
browsing programs, but many more issues
must be considered when integrating a true
maintenance workstation into the management and design practices of an organization. Let us briefly look at one scenario.
The maintenance programmer has two
large-screen displays, each capable of
showing two 60-line by 80-column windows (Figure 5). The first window contains
a log of the 20 to 30 maintenance suggestions that have been made in the past two
weeks. By pointing at six to eight of the
suggestion titles, the MP produces the full

Table 1.
Mean time (and standard deviation) in minutes to answer comprehension questions using
the browser or listing display strategy with each of two Pascal programs.
PROGRAM
Lisp interpreter
Pretty printer

DISPLAY STRATEGY
Listing
Browser
12.47 (2.66)
15.22 (3.80)

13.27 (3.66)
19.38 (5.14)
13

text of each. After reading these, the MP
reorganizes the suggestions to display the
four or five that relate to the layout of
information in a key application screen layout. The MP executes the relevant program
on the second window to view the indicated
screen and the input data or database contents used. The third window automati-

cally displays the hierarchical browser for
the program code the design information,
and a structure chart. The fourth window
automatically displays the log of previous
maifitenance changes to this piece of code
and a data dictionary of the program variables. After studying this code for a while,
the MP recognizes that one of the variables
in the code is incorrect and that the screen
iayout should be redesigned to improve
readability. The MP specifies the program
changes and reexecutes the program to
view the redesigned application screen.
Satisfied that the changes are accurate, the
MP adds comments to the maintenance
log, sends a report and acknowledgment to
the people who submitted the suggestions,
and finally sends the full setof information
on to an inspector who reviews all maintenance changes before they are applied to
the production system. The MP returns to
the log of suggestions to choose a new task.
he display strategies we have presentedsented
should
hould
hlp progammers
programmers
help
to accomplish maintenance tasks
on large-screen or multiscreen displays.

Application
suggestions
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